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QUESTION 1

A major call center outsourcer is in the process of implementing a disaster recovery location and is placing an S8500
Media Server configured as an Enterprise Survivable Server (ESS) at their backup facility. To successfully design a
solution that meets the customer needs for survivability and prioritization, what must be done when deploying and
administering the ESS servers? (Choose two.) 

A. Avoid overloading the network resources with excessive call traffic 

B. Avoid fragmenting the system so the ESS server controls as much of the network as possible 

C. Ensure that the Manual Backup Server is configured in the priority list of each IP Server Interface (IPSI) 

D. Ensure that every Local Survivable Processor (LSP) is aware of any G650 Media Gateways that will register to it in
the event of a network outage 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is interested in having a VPN gateway such as a security gateway as part of their remote office solution.
Where in the existing network can VPN Service Units (VSU) be placed? (Choose two.) 

A. Behind an access router 

B. Behind an Avaya Media Server 

C. In parallel with an existing firewall 

D. In parallel with an Ethernet switch 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client is planning to implement IP Telephony on their recently installed S8500. They will have local IP sets and IP
connected remote users (IP Softphone). In addition, they need connectivity to a limited-bandwidth WAN between
headquarters and their manufacturing plant. The client is interested in setting up network regions. What are three
reasons to consider network regions in your overall design? (Choose three.) 

A. to associate parameters such as codecs and locations to groups of IP endpoints 

B. to provide IP endpoints certain mandatory use of resources that belong in the same region as the endpoint 

C. to provide IP endpoints certain preference to use resources that belong in the same region as the endpoint 

D. to associate IP endpoints with a type of signaling resource (CLANS) to load balance registration among the CLANS
in multiple regions 

E. to associate IP endpoints with a type of signaling resource (CLANS) to load balance registration among the CLANS
in the same region 
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Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 4

A client has an engineering location with ultra-high density LAN user requirements and a warehouse with very low-
density user requirements. Which IEEE standard should be associated with each for a valid design? (Choose two.) 

A. Low-density locations incorporate 802.11b. 

B. Ultra-high density locations incorporate 802.11A. 

C. Ultra-high density locations incorporate 802.11g. 

D. Both high and low density users incorporate 802.11g. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

For voicemail integration, SES requires the IA770 application to be co-resident on which of the following servers? 

A. SES Edge proxy 

B. SES Home proxy 

C. S8700 Media Server 

D. S8300 Media Server 

Correct Answer: D 
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